Flexcon Industries products meeting the cited standards:

**ALMOND CHALLENGER SERIES**
Models: APC44, APC66, APC88, APC111, APC122, APC144, APC211, APC244, APC266, APC366

**BESCO SERIES**
Models: SS75-2.1G, SS75-4.5G

**CHALLENGER OUTDOOR SERIES**
Models: PC66FR, PC88FR, PC88FRP, PC111FR, PC122FR, PC144FR, PC211FR, PC244FR, PC266FR, PC366FR, PC211FRP, PC266FRP

**CHALLENGER SERIES**

**DEFIANCE ALMOND SERIES**
Models: DEF14ALM, DEF20ALM, DEF30ALM, DEF33ALM, DEF44ALM, DEF62ALM, DEF82ALM, DEF85ALM, DEF120ALM

**DEFIANCE SERIES**
Models: DEF14, DEF20, DEF30, DEF33, DEF44, DEF62, DEF82, DEF85, DEF120

**FLEX 2 PRO**

**FLEX LITE EZ UTILITY SERIES**
Models: FLU30EZ, FLU40EZ, FLU80EZ, FLU40SQEZ, FLU80EZ, FLU120EZ, FLS40DEZ, FLS40SQEZ, FLS80DEZ, FLS120DEZ

**FLEX LITE UTILITY SERIES**
Models: FLU30, FLU40, FLS40D, FLU40SQ, FLU80, FLU120, FLS40SQ, FLS80D, FLS120D

**FLEX LITE SERIES**
Models: FLS, FL7, FL7BG, FL7HC, FL12, FL13SQ, FL14, FL17BG, FL17HC, FL17, FL22, FL28, FL30, FL40, MFL5, MFL7, MFL12, MFL17, MFL22, MFL28, MFL30, MFL40

**FLEXWAVE CONTACT SERIES**
Models: BAF40, BAF80, BAF120, HPB120

**FLEXWAVE REVERSE OSMOSIS SERIES**
Models: FWRO15, FWRO20, FWRO30, FWRO40, FWRO80, FWRO120
FLOW THROUGH SERIES
Models: FT8, FT18, FT35, FT18S, FT35S, FT66, FT144, FT266, FTC15, FTC22, FTC38SQ, FTC50

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC SERIES
FE-2LX

FRANKLIN PUMPING SYSTEMS SERIES
Models: FPS14, FPS20, FPS26, FPS33, FPS44, FPS62, FPS81, FPS119

H2PRO LITE SERIES

H2PRO SERIES

H2PRO LITE UTILITY SERIES
Models: H2PLU30, H2PLS40D, H2PLS40SQ, H2PLU40, H2PLS80D, H2PLU80, H2PLU120, H2PLS120D

H2PRO THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES
Models: WHV50, WHV75, WHV120, WHV165, WHV320

H2PRO THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES
Models: PH1, PH5, PH12, PH25

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

JET RITE SERIES

PEDROLLO SERIES
PD-2L

PRESSURE WAVE SERIES

PROLITE WELL SERIES
Models: CSS15, CSS22, CSS35, CSS40, CSS50, CSS65, CSS82, CSS90, CSS120

PRO FLOW WELL SERIES
RO STORAGE SERIES
Models: CUNO 120, CUNO 140

STEEL REVERSE OSMOSIS SERIES
Models: SSRO15, SSRO20, SSRO35, SSRO40, SSRO85, SSRO120

STEEL THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES PRO FLOW
Models: PFXT1S5, PFXT51, PFXT12I

STEEL THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES GRANITE GROUP
Models: PET5, PET12

STEEL THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES STREAM 33
Models: S33-S5, S33-S12

STEEL THERMAL EXPANSION SERIES MR. WATERHEATER
Models: MRW-5, MRW-12

WELL-RITE SERIES

WELL-RITE OUTDOOR SERIES
Models: WR60PLUS, WR100R, WR120PLUS, WR140PLUS, WR200PLUS, WR240PLUS, WR260PLUS, WR360PLUS.
WRPP60, WRPP80, WRPP120, WRPP140, WRPP200, WRPP260

WELL WAYNE SERIES
Models: WY59502-WYN1

FALCON STAINNESS
Models: EXPT-1, EXPT-2, EXPT-4, EXPT-10, EXPT-14

EVERFLOW THERMAL SERIES
Models: E-FTT5, E-FTT12